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CHAPTER I 
mTRODUCTION 
11 If 1·1e want to lmm·T how people 
.feel: \·that they experience and 
1-That they remember, what emotions 
and motives are like, and the 
reasons for actini as they do--
why not ask them? ••• 
G. VI . Allport 
Nursing like many other professions is in a period of transition, 
consequently it no longer is as it once was or may become . Complete 
functional unity, the result of intensive effort for the advancement 
of organizational aims is hoped for in future nursing service 
administration. Supervisors especially need to be prepared for helping 
to promote this era of change by using every existing tool available. 
One of these tools is a more democratic pattern of administration. This 
need for democracy in administration has been emphasized by authorities 
in t he f ields of education , industry, and public administration . 1 • 2 ·3· 
Nursing service administration is dependent in part upon the 
effectiveness I'Tith vrhich the supervisor functions , for she is the 
11determiner 11 of staff morale , the 11prime mover 11 of change. Democratic 
leadership is the kind of l eadership that mobilizes people to~·rards some 
aim because they desire its realization and want to join in bringing it 
to pass .4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Schuyler D. ·Haslet t, Human Factors in l·:.anagement. 
Tead, Ordway, Democratic Administration. 
Tead, Ordv1ay , Art of Administration. 
'l'ead, Ord't;ay, The Art of Leadership , p . 20 
2 
Such leadership can better be accomplished by the supervisor fUnctioning 
in a system in which all activities are directed toward a common goal. 
The establishment of over-all goals within the organization tends to 
bring this end result in the most effective \vay, through cooperation of 
all its members and departments \'dthin the institution. 
The supervisor must kno\·1 what her function is, and the part she 
plays in relation to the whole administrative process of the organization. 
This is stated by Finer.5 
Nurses are imbued 'v1ith the idea 
today that the organization of 
the nursing service department 
must be such as to encourage a 
free flo;t of ideas up>tard, dowm;ard, 
and all through the personnel and 
their functions. All who receive, 
as 'v1e 11 as all who give commands, 
are parts of the administrative 
process and ought not be blind or 
suffer the silence of the ignorant. 
From the standpoint of the maximum 
exploitation of the technical skills 
in the department, it is essential 
that, in a situation where conditions 
S\tiftly and unpredictably change, all 
shall have ready 'vTithin them the 
rudiments of facilitated reactions, to 
know their O\ffi task and its place 
among the rest ••• 
STATE!vl.ENT OF THE PROBLEN. 
Modern nursing is confronted with many problems, but no problem is 
so great that it cannot be solved. The first task is in identifying 
the problems, and perhaps this is more difficult than finding the 
solutions. 
5 .. Fi~~;; ·H~~~~' Administration and the Nursing Services, p. 269 
It is the purpose of this study to determine if, in one situation 
selected, there is a need for further development of personnel in the 
concepts and skills of democratic administration, by investigat ing the 
present activities, concepts, and attitudes of three obstetrical 
supervisors. 
JUSTIFICATION OF THE PHOBLE!vl. 
Por1er, i>ihen used as a personal possession changes the personality 
I of its holder, inflates the ego, and misleads its possessor to think 
that thing s can be done more easily by col!lllland than by learning hoii 
they are done . 6 'tlhen a leader rules by command the '!-Thole staff suff ers, 
tension rises, resentment ensues, frustrations occur, cliques form, and 
rebellion is not far off. The work situation may become unbearable. 
The importance of staff morale has become more and more evident, 
and rightly so, because dissatisfaction of its members causes absentee ism, 
staff-turnover, and eventually i f not remedied will affect the care the 
patients receive. 
The reputation of a hospital depends to a great extent upon the 
type of care its patients receive, and this reputation must be protected. 
In addition, the hospital has a monetary concern. It takes time and 
money to prepare neii staff members and for them to reach a s atisf actory 
performance level. 
The area to be investigated was determined by the writer's personal 
experience and reenfo rced by Ivh..tllane 1 s findings, 7 i>lhich sho"t<red confusion 
6 Sears, Jesse B., The Nature of the Administrative Process, pp . 229-2)0 . 
7 Mullane, IV.ary K., "Identif ication and Validation of' Some Criteria in 
the Adminir;ltration of Hospital Nursing Service. 11 (Unpublished 
Ph.D. d issertation Univ. of Chicago) pp . 40-41 
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or misunderst:mding of head nurses 1 and supervisors 1 concept of authority 
and responsibility. Since evidence of confusion was exhibited in t hese 
tvTO a reas, 1vhich are very important in a dministration, the next question 
in this 11riter 1s mind, 11 L11. \<That other areas of administration might there 
be conf usion7 11 
By virtue of her position the supervisor i s a leader, one ;·rho hope-
fully is able t o promote, stimulate, and foster personnel groivth. This 
can be accomplished if she knows and practices a democratic administration. 
An analysis of the activities, concepts, and attitudes of these three 
supervisors Nould reveal the degree of democratic administration that 'l'ras 
being practiced in this obstetrical department. It i·Tould further indicate 
if a dditional development in this area '"as necessary. 
SCOPE AI-J:U L liHTATI ON.:3 . 
1. The investigator \'las able to observe only three obstetrical 
supervisors in the same situation. 
2. The observations 1·rere limited to sixteen hours for each supervisor, 
i-Ti th a total observation period of forty-eight hours. 
) . The length of experience , age and educational background of the 
subjects varied. 
4. Observation in itself \tas a limiting factor . The observer '\vas 
a\'rare that persons being observed tended to alter their pattern 
of behavior to conform to that '\·rhich '\'rould meet i'lith the observer 1 s 
approval. 
5 
5· The day supervisor's staff consists of from six to eight 
graduate staff nurses, one to two licensed practical nurses , 
and betueen f our and six student nurses. This constitutes t he 
delivery room staff , i'lhi ch includes the recovery room, caesarean 
section room , labor and delivery rooms , ~Dd r epresents the 
day supervisor's responsibility. The evening supervisor's 
responsibility includes a staff of beh1een t wenty and t wenty-two 
gr aduate staff nurses, three to six licensed practical nurses, 
one to t hree nurses' aides , and three to s i x student nurses, 
this represents t he staffing of the entire obstetrical department, 
for which the evening and night supervisor are responsible. The 
night supervisor's staff consists of f rom eight to ten graduate 
staff nurse s and betvreen three and five licensed practical nurses, 
one t o three nurses' a i des, and student nurses occasionally . 
6. The observer noted one disturbing element, \'!hich 'lras apparent 
t hroughout t he observations of one of the supervisors. \'/hen 
being observed she s poke in lo,·r mummbled tones makin6 it 
diff icult or imposs i ble to hear. As a r esult the recording of 
some of the observations of this supervisor vrere lost. 
P&;VIE\'1 OF i";ETHODOLOGY. 
The fo llo•·ring methods were used to collect data: 
1. Demo cratic-Autocratic-Attitude Questionnaire . 
Questions and statements, a tota l of fifty. 
2 . Open-End Questionna ire. 
) . Observations . 
6 
All of the above methods of collecting data included ten areas 
of i nvestigation namely: 
AUTHORITY 
PLANNrnG 
ORGANIZING 
STAFFING 
DIRECTING 
DISCIPLINE 
REPORTING 
COORDINATING 
ATTITUDES 
C0~11-illNICATIONS 
SEQUENCE OF PRES~~TATION . 
This report '\'ras organized in the follo'I'Ting manner and its 
presentation "i'rill be as follows: 
CHAPTER I, is an introduction. 
CHAPTER II, relates the theoretica l frame'\'rork of the study , 
which will contain a survey of the literature r elevant to the need of a 
democratic administration in nursing service at the supervisory level. 
CHAPTER III, a description of the method of investigation 
\dl l be given. 
CHAPTER IV, the data '\'Till be presented and an analysis of 
this data will be included. 
CHAPTER V, includes the summar y of findings, conclusions, 
and recommendations. 
The Bibliography and Appendix will complete this study. 
CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL FR<li'iE1dORK OF THE STUDY 
Review of Literature. 
This i nvestigator 1s philosophy will be expressed t hroughout the 
following pre;3entation of the underlying f ramework of a democratic 
administration. 
Change is inevitable, even though some may resist it. The concern 
of this writer is whether the change toward a more democratic process 
of administration is being practiced or merely verbalized. It is 
possible for one to have an int ellectual acceptance of the democratic 
ideals, but be so conditioned to autocratic behavior that t he relation shi p 
of beliefs and pr a ctice is negative. One does not act as one thinks, 
but as one feels. 
I f this change of ideology is to meet with success it is essential 
t hat all involved in bring i ng it about follov1 the same pr i n ciples. Finerl 
describes administration as follows: 
Administration is a po1';er '·rhich binds 
people together in the interests of a 
common enterprise ••• Therefore, all 
\-lho are i nvolved need a kno'l'rledge of 
the purposive links that bind them 
together ••• Understanding is the 
element that tends to tr~~sform coercive 
into purposive administration . 
The supervisor by virtue of her position in the organization 1 s 
hierarchy cannot be allowed to force a self - made ideology on her 
subordinates . If an organization is to meet its objectives effectively, 
1 Finer, Herman , Administration and the Nursing Services, pp . 268-269 
8 
there must be a. oneness :in purpose shared by the administrative team. 
There needs to be clear cut l:ines of authority in the institution . 
A designated leader of a.ny organization needs to know to 'l'thom a.nd for 
whom she or he is responsible. 
A good adminis trator delegates responsibility to capable subordinates . 
Authority must also be delegated to make certain of t he accomplishment 
of this delegated responsibility. It is useless to give one and not the 
other, and when this does happen, and it often does, a violation of a 
simpl e basic principle of administration results. The principle violated 
is that of determination of purpose . Once a pol icy is formulated it 
must follou a specific direction to reach its final execution . Respon-
sibility without authority is both frustrating and demoralizing , the 
results of such practice almost invariably are unsatisfactory to all 
i nvolved . 
Authority does not i mply , "You do it because I s a id so, 11 this is 
coercive po,.,er. Discriminative ability is necessary to interpret coercive 
from coactive pm·rer. Coercive pO'I'Ter is the 11 po>·rer-over , "2 one ,.,hich is 
exercised by t he authoritarian l eader. Coactive po\'rer is t he 11 po,oJ"er-'l'r ith11 
one of t he most valuable administrative tools, one which has been mastered 
by the democratic l eader . 
One ':Tay t o reduce pO'I'ler-over is through integration, 4 when one 1 s 
behavior and personality are in complete harmony uith one 1s environment . 
2 l,]etca.lf, Henry C. , Un.,ick L., Dynamic Administration, '£he collected 
papers of 1t.ary Par ker Follett , p . 101. 
) l'retcal f, Unlick , ibid . ' P· 101. 
4 I~ietcalf , Unriclc , ibid. ' P• 104. 
9 
This is best described by circular behavior. If so organized one can 
influence others, while being himself influenced, and this influence 
11 
persists throughout all of his interactions, eventually power-with 
develops. This modern concept of power-with is a far cry from the 
traditional concept of imposed authority. 
Because the supervisor functions as a leader she must develop not 
only a broad lcnowledge · of the field of nursing, but an ability to develop 
those with whom she works, thereby strengthening herself. Her respon-
sibility goes further than meeting the minimum requirements of her 
\1 position. She must energ ize the group, share her knowledge \•rith them, 
listen to, and utilize their suggestions when possible, recognize their 
abilities, stimulate group thinking, give them encouragement, and help 
them fulfill their obligations to the organization of which they .are a 
part. Once the personal worth of the individual is realized the 
fundamental concept of democracy has been expressed. It is with this 
kind of leadership and only this kind of leadership, that the supervisor 
may obtain pO\'/er, yes power, group po\':er, l-rhich is the fusion of eff orts 
toward a shared goal. These are the leaders who have learned their job 
and are in control of administration. The lack of such leaders may \'fell 
be the cause of a forthcoming dilemma in the nursing profession. 
Lewis and Naude5 point out the dilemma confronting every profession 
in the institutionalization of services is the administrative practitioner 
relationship. The dilemma is one of concentrating on profes sional practice ! 
and losing power or authority to direct this practice, or to learn 
administration so as to be able to remain in control of it. 
5 · ·Lewis ·R.; r':S:ude A., Professional People, p. 7 
10 
\'/hen all levels of supervision function on the basis of democratic 
leadership the channels of communication remain open so that its current 
will flow swiftly and easily from top to botto~, because each level is 
influenced from above and below. A two-'ttay communication system must 
operate to maintain optimum results. Poor communications excludes a 
cooperative effort in any organization. 
Since the supervisor is a key person in determining the morale 
of the group she must constantly be aware of the first symptom of lo~t 
morale, which is dissatisfaction expressed by the majority of a group. 
Dissatisfactions are expressed when freedom of expression is encouraged, 
and motivated problem solving exists. 
original 11 quits 11 
If for any reason dissatisfactions 
have .been suppressed, they will 
come out fast 11hen they are released. 
If not released in words, they will 
certainly be expressed sooner or later 
in undesirable acti ons, in requests ~ { 
for transfers, or even in resignations. 0 In 
is at the end of the sentence:l 
the 
Human relation problems very often arise from misunderstandings. 
Understanding will never result if a supervisor isolates herself at 
a corner desk of the nursing station, pondering over 11 Equipment 
Requisitions 11 the greater part of eight hours a day, five days a week, 
This is not administration nor is it supervision. The supervisor must 
work with her staff, kno\'T what their values are, and the way they think. 
This can be achieved by providing them 1-1ith regular conferences, the best 
way of demonstrating a sincere interest in them as individuals. Through 
discussion some insight re sults •lith regard to their basic needs, and 
6 - - . .. . 
Pigors, Paul and ~~ers Charles A., Personnel Administr ation , p.l66 
I· 
II 
11 
satisfying these needs must be provided for in the work situation. These 
conferences will bring about a mutual understanding between line and staff, 
a 
11
sameness 11 to the frame of reference which insures organizational 
stability. Vaier7 says: 
No one can properly judge another 
since needs are within the person 
and he responds to these personal 
needs, which may differ from those 
of the one who possesses judgement • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The discussion method is used to 
discover constructive techniques to 
motivate. 
The discussion conference establishes the 11we 11 relationship with 
concept values attached. In addition, it promotes individual growth, not 
only of the staff members but of the supervisor herself. 
Attitudes can never be i gnored, for they represent: 
The sum total of a man's inclinations 
~d feelings, prejudices or bias, pre-
conceived notions, ideas, fears, threats 8 and convictions about any specific topic. 
In this review of the literature one major aspect of democratic 
philosophy has been elaborated upon, the role of the supervisor as a 
democratic leader. For this is what she must be to insure optimum 
nursing service. 
Finer9 describes leadership as follows: 
7 Jll!.aier, Norman, Principles of Human Relations, pp. 36-37 
8 
9 
Skinner, Charles, E., 11Attitudes Can Be Measured," Readings in 
.Educational Psychology, p. , 216 
Finer, op. Cit., P• 35 
,, 
12 
There is always a proviso: that 
leadership is conscious of the 
situation and is pure in its 
motives and its terms; and that 
to make doubly sure that the proviso 
is fulfilled, in the interests of 
the patient, the leader should not 
be authoritarian, in the arrogance of 
expertness and established status, 
but educative of the staff with and 
through \'Thoro she must, perforce 1'/ork. 
BASES ~~D STATE~~NT OF THE h~OTHESES. 
This investigator has been concerned for some time about the shifting 
patterns of behavior expressed by the supervisory group \'dth regard to 
their administrative responsibilities. It \oJOuld appear that these 
behavior shifts are the direct result of lack of knowledge in reference 
to the administrative process and its basic democratic principles. In 
addition, it would appear that attitudes and behavior are directly 
associated with kno1·1ledge. 
Assumption 
This investigator assumes that the current policies and procedures 
of the organization studied are consistent with current good hospita l 
practice. 
CHAPTER III 
~~THODOLOGY 
SELECTION AND DESCRIPTION OF SA~~LE 
Following approval of the problem to investigated by the r es pective 
readers of this study, permission was requested and received by the 
investigator from the Director of Nurses of t he Hartford Hospital, 
Hartford, Connect i cut, for proceeding with the procurement of data in 
t his hos pital's obstetrical department. 
The obstetrical department in the Hartford Hospital is an active 
one, with between f ive-thousand and sixty-f ive hundred deliveries per 
year. The delivery room suite accommodates fourteen labor patients, more 
when necessary, has five delivery rooms, a recovery room, and a caesarean 
section room. The post-partal floors, (S02, SO;, 
-
of one-hundred-fifteen beds. The nurseries total 
bassinets. 
~04) total a bed-capacity ' 
one-hundred-fifty 
The persons to be included in this study were sele cted and conta cted 
i ndi vidually by the investigator, at which time they were inf ormed that 
their activities would be observed, they were not informed as to the 
area of investigation, but were given an approxi mate date as to when 
the study would begin; in addition, they were told that they would be 
given two questionnaires to f ill out s ometime after t he observation period 
was completed. A unanimous acceptance was obtained. 
The persons s elected were t he day, evening , and night supervis ors of 
the obstetrical department. The day supervisor's responsibility wa s 
restricted to the deli very room itself , the evening and night supervis ors 
14 
were responsible for the entire obstetrica l department. 
TOOLS USED TO COLLECT DATA 
1. Democratic Autocratic Attitude questionnaire designed by the 
investigator. 1 This included ten areas of investigation, with five 
questions in each area, which were randomly distributed, and required 
an agree-disagree response. (The questions and statements \<Iere 
representative of extremes of the Dost democratic or the most autocratic 
behavior). 
2. An open-end questionnaire \<Thich included the same ten areas, so 
arranged that the participants were instructed to >·rri t e e. free-response, 
i'thich \'tould indicate their understanding of specific functions in 
nursing service administration.2 
A mutually agreed upon time and place for the giving of the 
questionnaires was obtained by mail. Both questionna ires had been 
pre-tested and a minimum of changes '"ere Dade. The hto questionnaires 
\'tere presented in their planned sequence, on t he same evening in an 
office at the agency. Completion of both questionnaires required a 
maximum of t wo hours. 
). Observations were done by the investigator to determine the 
activities carried out by these three supervisors in the obstetrical 
department. The 11shado't'Ting 11 method "'as used by t he observer for a total 
of forty-eight hours. During this time the activities of each supervisor 
were recorded, the interactions she participated in, as well as the person 
or persons with whom the interaction occurred. These observations were 
1 · ·Appendix ·A · - · · · 
2 Ap_pend~x B-=-=== ___ _ 
15 
t hen \~itten as cases for analys is, t o be presented in this study. The 
observation period was completed 'frithin t >·lO '\'Teeks. 
Following the completion of the obs ervations and the answering of 
t he questionnaires by t he participants, the investigator, with t he aid 
of a blackboard and chalk, exp lained in detail to the t hree supervisors 
t he areas being studied and t he methods employed for t he procurement 
of dat a . 
P RGCURE1i.ENT OF DATA. 
The data ,.;ere collect ed in the Obstetrical Department of t he 
Hartford Hospital, Hartfo rd, Connecticut. 
CH.I\PTER IV 
FINDmGS 
PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF DATA 
The data will be presented and analyzed in the following order: 
l. Combined analysis of Democratic-Autocratic-Attitude 
Questionnaire and Open-end Questionnaire. 
2. Individual analysis of the Democratic-Autocratic-Attitude 
Questionnaire and the Open-end lmo\'lledge Questionnaire. 
). Analysis of the observations, with the relationships of 
attitudes, knowledge and practice. 
The questionnaires were devised with the assumption that knowledge 
(of a subject in nursing service administration) is attitudinally related, 
and that this relation will present itself as evidence of an individual's 
attitude as compared with knowledge in that particular area. The 
hypotheses v1ere teste9- 'dth ordinal scaling of the data from the t\·To 
questionnaires using the nonparametric 11 ranking statistics". The 
correlation coefficients were calculated by Spearman's Rs determination, 
and a correction for ties was done. Spearman's rank correlation 
coefficientl is the best known today and one of the earliest methods 
developed. This particular statistic is sometimes referred to as Rho, 
but it will be presented in this study as Rs. 
11 To determine a correlation coefficient for each individual in this 
! study, N represented the areas studied, and the rank expressed in 
attitude and lmo\oJ'ledge ''~as representative of ranking within the individual. 
1 Siegel, Sidney, Non Parametric Statistics, p. 202 
17 
The areas v1ere combined when closely related to represent eight areas, 
and the ranking for the invididuals in both questionnaires were represented 
by a range of one to eight, one representing the least democratic attitude, 
and possessing the least knowledge in that area, eight representing the 
most democratic attitude, and the most knowledge in that area. It was 
then poss~ble to determine t he relationship of the two variables, attitude 
and knowledge with each area being studied , by app lication of Spearman's 
Rs determination. The following f ormula was used to do this: 
Rs = l -
The correlation coefficients determined following a correction for 
ties were: 
Rs - .26 
Rs - .098 
Ra - .372 
Although none of these figures are large enough to reject the Null 
Hypotheses, they are in support of the hypotheses that a negative 
relationship bet\'leen attitude and lmo1>1ledge exists in the three subjects 
tested, since t hree out of three a ppear in the predicted negative direction. 
18 
The following table is the result of ordinal scaling of the data 
of both questionnaires in 'I'Thich the ranking \-Tas done on a group basis. 
A reliability check \'Tas done on the rankings by tvro faculty members . The 
ranking scale used is representative of a rank from one to three, three 
being the most democratic in attitude and possessing the most kno\·dedge 
in that area, one representing the least democratic attitude, and having 
the least knowledge in that area. The same combination of areas , vrhich 
was used in appl ying Spearman's formula in the first analysis was also 
used in this analysis, which is presented in the following table. 
AREAS 
AUTHORITY 
PL~~l\fil'IG 
ORGAN. & DIRECT. 
STAFF . & COORD . 
REPORTING 
DISCIPLINE 
ATTITUDES 
COl•i!:'iUNIC. 
TOTAL 
TABLE I 
RAI.~I{S OBTAINED BY THE SUBJECTS 
IN ATTITUDE iillD ImO"':iLEDGE. DETERJ;~JNED 
BY R.(1 .. NKJNG VII THIN THE GROUP . 
lHSS GRIFFIN 1~ISS PATTEN 
DEN. ATT . KNOW. DE!,l. ATT. I®0\'1. 
1.0 ).0 ).0 1.5 
2.5 ).0 2.5 1.0 
2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 
2.25 2.5 1. 75 2.5 
1.5 1.5 ).0 ) .0 
2.5 ).0 2.5 1.0 
2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 
2.0 2.0 2.0 2 . 0 
15.75 19.0 16.75 14.0 
MISS NICHOLS 
DEN. ATT. KN0\1. 
2.0 1.5 
1.0 2.0 
2.0 ).0 
2.0 1.0 
1.5 1.5 
1.0 2.0 
2.0 2. 0 
2.0 2.0 
1).5 15.0 
The above table shows that Miss Patten has the most democrat ic 
attitudes, but is ranked as the person having the least knowledge in the 
areas being studied. Miss Griffin has the most kno"I'Tledge of those 
associated in the sample and is ranked second in the attitude questionnaire. 
C..'n the other hand, Miss iHchols received the ranking as the least 
democratic and received second ranking in knowledge of these areas. 
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TABLE II 
TOTAL NU1-1BER OF AUTOCRATIC 
REPLIES . ON ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE 
AREA NO. 
AUTHORI1Y 9 
PLANNING l 
ORGJU'l"IZING 4 
STAFFlN~ l 
DIRE;C'l'ING 4 
DISCIP~INE l 
REPORTING 4 
COORDWATING .? 
ATTITUDES .? 
CONHUNIC,I\TIONS .? 
It is interesting to note that a total of nine responses, the highest 
number of autocratic replies, occurred in the area of AUTHORITY. In 
referring to Table I, Miss Patten artd ~uss Nichols received a rank of 
1.5 in knowledge of AUTHORITY, which indicates that knowledge of these 
two individuals is lacking in this area, and }fiss Griffin received a rank 
of 1.0 in attitude in this area, which indicates that she is most 
autocratic in this area. On the basis of this, one can conclude that 
lmo\-rledge is lacking in t~.,o out of three of the subjects tested in the 
area of AUTHuRITY, and the attitude in AUTHORITY in this group as a 
~-rhole is not democratic. 
In the separate analysis of the democratic-autocratic attitude 
questionnaire there appeared a triad "l'rhich demonstrated two individuals 
in alliance and one isolate. The two that share in the alliance share 
a close relationship in attitudes the third does not. On this basis 
one might infer that a poor working relationship exists among the three 
supervisors. 
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The group sho•·red that in the areas in which they ranked highest in 
11 knowl~dge their ranking in attitude l"/aS less democratic: AUTHORITY and 
DISCIPLINE. On the other hand they appeared more democratic in attitude 
I in the areas in \'lhich the kno,,ledge rank \'las 1 ower namely: PLANNING, 
II STAFFTI~G, COORDINATING. Two of the three subjects received a low rank 
in both knowledge and attitude in the area of REPORTING. In ORG~~IZING 
and DIRECTING, one of the participants was more democratic in attitude, 
but received a lower rank in knowledge in this area. Another received 
a higher rank in lmowledge but lovrer rank in attitude. These relationships 
were determined by a difference in rank of .5 or more in the s pecific 
area being analyzed. The negative relationship is present consistently 
throughout the analysis. 
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CASE I 
l.US3 GRIFFIN AND THE l.~RIT APPRAISAL 
Miss Griffin: 
Niss Nichols: 
l')rs • Adams : 
ltf,rs. Nolloy: 
l<ir s • He.n;l in : 
:Va-s. Blane: 
l~irs. Roy: 
l•ir s • Lamb : 
Kiss Burns: 
Miss King : 
l·us s Casey: 
Cast of Characters: 
Evening Supervisor in the South Building . 
Day Supervisor in the Delivery Room. 
Headnurse on days in the Delivery Room. 
Headnurse on evenings in the Delivery Room. 
Staff nurse on days in the Delivery Room. 
Headnurse on evenings S04. 
Cha r ge nurse on evenings S03 . 
Charge nurse S03 Nursery I. 
Charge nurse S03 Nursery II. 
Student nurse S02. 
Observer, a University student. 
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rUSS GRIFFTI~ AND THE l•iERIT APPRAISAL 
The follo1·ring scenes take place in the obstetrical department of 
the Hartford Hospital. This scene opens in the delivery room, one of 
the bus iest units of this department. It is the afternoon of December 
thirtieth, nineteen-hundred-fifty eight. 
~liss Griffin is just entering the unit, through the swinging doors, 
she goes to the clothes closet, hangs up her coat, r emoves her overshoes, 
and is adjusting her cap ;.;hile \'talking to the nursing station f or her 
report from l·uss Nichols, 1-rho is sitting at her desk \'lai ting f or Miss 
Griffin 's a rrival. Both supervisors exchange a friendly greeting , and 
then lvti.ss Nichols speaks : 
11 \'lant to look this over, I have made it out, 
. if you don't agree with this you can change 
it. 11 (Observer noted it \vas a merit appraisal, 
\'lritten in ink) . 
~liss Griff in looked it over, seemed to be disturbed, but s aid nothing. 
The conversation is resumed by Miss Nichols, 11\'lhat about that meeting that 
we had planned for tonight, to discuss the rotation%" 
:V.d.ss Griffin: 
:t'd.ss Nichols: 
¥d.ss Griffin: 
Miss Nichols : 
l~ybe we should wait until a little later, we 
don 1t want to \otake her up . (Reference is made 
to the night supervisor). 
I guess you are right, her daughter \'lill be 
home from school at 4 P.l·I. 
Yes, let 1 s 11ait till then. 
Did you know that \ve are getting a ne'l'r staff 
nurse in the department, a transfer f rom 
another department? 
There was no reply to this question by ~lis s Griffin, but she asks 
the follo'l'ring question, 11 Did you know t hat we a re losing 1-irs. Smith, she 
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does not 'ltant anyone to know yet? She \<Till be having surgery done, I 
hope i t is nothing serious." 
Their conversation is interrupted by the a rrival of Nrs. Hamlin, a 
staff nurse, who c omes into t he nursing station and s ays, 11 There v1asn 1t 
any p itocin in our pharmacy basket." ~liss Nichols reaches for the 
t e lephone and calls the pharmacy. 11 This is Miss Nichols in the delivery 
room, George didn't bring any pitocin over with our order ••• Oh! fine 
you vrill send it right over. 11 
At this point l~s. Adams, the day headnurse comes into the nursing 
station. Hiss Nichols turns to her and says, 11 They are sending the pitocin 
over right a\·Tay. 11 
Mrs . Adams: Oh fine! 
Miss Nichols puts her coat on and says to 1v'd.ss Griffin, "Guess I wil l 
run along , since I will be coming back for tha t meeting. 11 l·iiss Nichols 
leaves. 
Miss Griffin sits dO\m at the desk and begins looking over t h e time 
s 1 ips, when l•Jrs. l·iolloy the evening headnurse comes up to her. 
Mrs. Holloy: VIe have a Mrs. Bro'lm, a pr~m~p in room one, she 
is f ully dilat ed, but the pr esenting part is way 
back , I havn 1t called the doctor yet, he is in 
his office. 
!ld.ss Griff in: I am sure you will call him \·rhen you feel you 
1;1eed him. 
Mr s . Molloy leaves the nursing station. Miss Griffin look s at the 
clock, it is 4:15P. M., reaches for the telephone, and dials a number, 
\'laits a fe\'T minutes, and then s peaks, 11 Hi .Mary! were y ou asleep ••• Gee , 
I 1m a\·Tfully sorry. We would like to get together fo r t hat meet ing on 
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•rotation 1 tonight, whatever time is best for you. Yes, I guess 8 P. 1•1. 
would be better, see you then. 11 Miss Griffin hangs up the telephone and 
proceeds to check the coverage of the department by looking over the time 
slips. Once this is completed , she turns to the observer and says, 11\'/ell, 
I guess I had better start my rounds do1mstairs. 11 
l'lis s Griffin and the observer leave the department and \'thile enroute 
to the post-partal floors, Y~ss Griffin turns to the observer and s ays: 
11 0n those merit ratings, the person \'tho 
. fills it out is the person i'l'ho intervie,qs 
the one being appraised. This was my duty 
and I would not have given as good a rating . 
This is the result of a problem that occurred 
on my shift, this person involved \·ras contacted 
by Miss Nichols and 1blasted 1 I resent this 
very much it \'tas my problem to handle not hers. 11 
The conversation was interrupted with our arrival on S04. Yds s 
Griffin approaches V~s . Blane , the headnurse, who immedi ately comments, 
11 \'/e have thirteen patients, one in the delivery room, nothing special. n 
\'le left l.)rs. Blane and proceeded to the nursery. Mrs. Roy, the 
charge nurse greeted Miss Griffin. 
l-lrs. Roy : 
Miss Griffin: 
Jt.rs. Roy: 
Vle have a census of sixteen, two boarders . . 
One of the boarders, Baby Longo is a cardiac. 
The mother of the other boarder, Baby Smith, 
bad the measles , but received Gamma Globulin, 
she is the one that had the prolapsed cord that 
they did the stat. section on. They think 
that the baby has cataracts. Poor thing , she 
is quite upset most of the time, guess she 
has reason though. She appears to be in 
pretty good spirits today. 
That 1s good, nothing else then7 
Guess not. 
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1Jliss Griffin l eaves S04 and goes do1m the stairw·ay to SO~. f.liss 
Griffin goes u p to £,~s. Lamb \-Tho s ays, 11 0ur census is thri t y - one . 11 
Miss Gri ff in: 
if!l's • Lamb : 
Miss Griffin : 
Hoiv is l'.irs. Jone s doing . 
.She is doing better. Did you lmot·r 
t hat Baby Bailey e xp ired today? 
Yes, I did, that t·ras the baby in the 
r e c overy room. 
l:.is s Griff i n lea v es ,:rs . Lamb and vralks dmm the corl·idor to the 
nursery , opens t he nurser y door and enters , (The observer i·raits in the 
doonray) g reets I.:rs . Burns t he charge nurse by saying , 11Ho\"r are all of 
your little babies ! 
I'liss Burns : ~Te ll Baby Bro1m has been running a 
temperatur~ of 100.4 to 100. 6 F. t hrough 
the day , if it g oe s any h i gher I will 
notify you so you can cal l t he doctor . 
Miss Griff i n nods her head in agreement and p roceeds down the stairs 
t o the next floor S02. On S02 s he approaches Miss Ki ng , a s t udent nurse , 
!Jiiss Griff in: 
Miss King : 
How i s everything? 
Everything is f ine, don't seem to have 
any p roblems. 
Miss Griffi n t urned t o the observer as 1tre \'Ta l ked t o1-rard the elevator , 
i·Thich 1·rould ta..~e us back to the del ivery room , and sai d , 11I think it i s 
'rronderful the •:;ay the students get experience on this floor. One of t he 
g r aduat e nurses , l!.trs . Buckley, 1vho has had so much experience as a 
charg e nurse, keeps a c l ose check on the student that is in charge , she 
never interferes, but if she feels that a prob l em •·rhich they a re confronte d 
wi t h i s a l ittle more t han they can hand l e , she g ives me a call and asks 
me t o t·Tander do'im . 11 
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By this time we had arrived in the delivery room nursing station, 
l.Uss Griff in seated herself at a desk and said t o the observer, 11Gee, 
this is a real quiet night up here , guess I 'N'ill \'fork a \thile on this 
rotation p lan, that I am going to present to the others at t he meeting 
tonight. 11 Kiss Griffin picked up a pencil and beg an writ i ng ••• 
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MISS GRIFFIN Ai~D THE l-1ERIT APPRAISAL ••• ANALYSIS 
~~ss Griffin appeared disturbed, but remained silent, when handed 
the c ompleted merit appraisal by l·Iiss Nichols. This disturbed feeling 
-vras l ater expressed by r.;iss Griffin to the investigator when she aaid, 
11This ,.;as my duty, I r esent this very much it uas my problem to handle 
not hers." !~ss Griffin's resentment is justified because the authority 
to fu l fill l·That is her responsibility has been taken from her. In 
referrin g to f·liss Griffin 1 s rating, one notes she received the most 
autocratic attitude rank, but i·ras rated as having the most kno\'rledge 
in authority . She is ai'/'are t hat authority must accompany responsibility, 
which reflects the rank of 3.0 s h e received in knol·rledge of this area, 
but her behavior in this incident did not reflect her rank of 1.0 in 
attitude in this area. In this incident, one concludes that her kno~·rledge, 
not her attitude \rlaS dominant in practice. Miss Nichols 1 action does 
not shovr an understanding of t he limits of her authority . According to 
the data , l~iss Nichols received a rank of 1.5 in knovrledge of authority , 
"I>Thich is reflected in pr a ctice in this situation. Her rank of 2. 0 in 
democrat ic attitude in the a rea of authority is not evidenced in this 
particular situation. The autocratic behavior 11hich Vdss Nichols has 
assumed in the above incident is not in keeping l·rith democratic 
administra tion. Such a practice hinder s t he administrative process of 
all involved. 
Recognition of the individual's worth is shown by Miss Griffin in 
her relationsh i p 'I'Tit h l·irs . l-iolloy. This is ev idenced by the folloi'ling 
statement of rt.d.ss Griffin, 11 I am s ure you i'Ti ll call him l·rhen you feel 
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you need him11 (Reference is made to notifying the doctor). A mutual 
respect is shared by supervisor and headnurse , because of the trust 
sho'l'm by :t-.1iss Griffin in lvlrs. !--1olloy 1s judgement in planning . This 
is based on the assumption that Iviiss Griffin is a'1'1are of, and accepts 
fl.ll's . I~:olloy 1 s responsibility and authority as a headnurse. 
Yuss Griffin shows an interest in the experience that the student 
nurses are receiving on S02 in charge duties. In addition, she mentions 
the role that she and Mrs. Buckley are sharing in this educative process , 
Hhich indicates a democratic app roach to,.,ard coordinating . 
A direct relationship bebreen democratic attitude of 2.5 and 
lmo'I'Tledge of ) • 0 in planning is evidenced by Miss Griffin 1 s ,.,or k ing on 
a rotation plan, v:hich she vlill present to the other supervisors for 
discussion at their meeting . 
Interpersonnel ·relationships throughout the observation period 
appeared satisfactory and a sincere two-\·Tay communication behreen t h is 
supervisor and the person or persons with vihom she interacted was 
carried out. 
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CASE II 
hlJMAN RELATIONS IN ADMINI STRATION 
Cast of Characters: 
!Vd.ss Patten: Night Supervisor in the South Building . 
Miss Gri ffin : Evening Supervisor in the Sout h Building . 
lvirs • . Max'i'rell : Charge nur se on nights SOLj.. 
!lri.s s Fenn: Charge nurse on night s S03 . 
lv'd.ss Lord : Charge nurse so3 Nursery I. 
!-'Irs . Pikul: Char ge nurse so3 Nursery II. 
J..1rs. Jackson : Char ge nurse on nights so2 . 
l-1r s. Lawley : Nurses ' Aide on n i ghts so2 • 
)0 
Hu%~i.1" RELATI ONS TIJ ADl·iTIUSTHA.TI ON 
This scene opens in the nursing station of the delivery room, ~uss 
Patten is just coming on duty , s he \·Talks over to Eiss Griffin, itho is 
seated at a desk , lviiss Griffin s peaks, 11Hi lfJary! 11 
Niss Griffin: 
Miss Patten: 
m .ss Griffin: 
!Vri.ss Patten : 
l''liss Griff in: 
r-liss Patten: 
Niss Griffin: 
Oh! before I forg et, Mrs. Oarrol l 1s husband 
called a.>1d said she 1-lill not be able to come 
in for her physical tomorro1-r, because she is 
ill. This presents a problem for you , doesn 1t 
it, you 'l'rere p l anning on her coming on nights 
Monday weren 1t you? 
Yes , that does present a problem , but I guess 
the re is n othing that can be done about it 
unfortunately. 
I 'l'lill proba bly hear about my dec ision tonight 
1-Tith regards to providing help on 802. They 
had a census of fifty-one and there tlere . only 
two nurses. Now, you kno1·1 that adequat e nursing 
care is not possib l e 11ith this coverage , so I 
took the student from 804, they only had eight 
patients, and l eft a graduate nurse there, sent 
the student to the nurser y and took a graduate 
out of t he nursery and sent her to S02 . I know 
the o f f i ce frovms u pon our moving students, but 
I could not see a ny other solution. 
I am certain that no one 1dll question rrhat you 
Q.id , I don 1t see \vhat else you cou ld h ave possibly 
done . 
Have you noticed ~irs . Adams, she does not look 
t oo vrell lately , vomiting mornings, t he r e i s ·a 
pos sibility of her expecting . 
I do hope she does not overdo it, s he has wanted 
a baby for so l ong . It would probably be better, 
i f she is expecting a . baby, n ot to i·wrk too much 
l onger, it certainly would be safer for her , 
especially 'l'rith all the trouble she has had in 
the past. 
Guess I wil l be g oing along, see you tomorr0\'1. 
As Miss Griffin leaves the office l,:iss Patten says , 11 Hope you 
-II 
:?1 
have an umbrella , it is real nasty out, 11 '\orith this l•Iiss Patten pick s u p 
t he caesarean section book and check s the schedule for t he next morning . 
She had just comp l e ted doing this i·rhen , a staf f nurse, r·irs. Ray came 
r unning into t he nursing stati on, urg ency is r eflected i n her voice 
as s he says: 
11 Could you ca ll fo r a s econd p int of 
_bl ood f or Ers. Beal (a patient) in DR. 
II , t he doctor f eels she is losing more 
blood t han she should be , Miss Le Bla.'1c 
(headnurse ) ha s scr ubbed in on the case 
until t h e intern gets here. 11 
r-iiss Patten i mmediately telephoned t he labor ator y , a nd told them 
t hat s h e i'lOUl d be sending someone over fo r the second pint of blood 
fo r krs. Beal, in the delivery room, and. gave the patients ' s history 
number . After asking l·irs. Ray i f she \"I"OUld g o over and get the blood 
from t h e l a bor a t or y , r-ii ss Patten remained on the delivery r oom fl oor, 
che ck ing periodically in DR. II until eve r ything s e emed to b e under 
c ontrol . In addition , s he as sumed the headnurse 1s duties until Liss 
Le Blane \va s fre e to resume t hem herself . Shortly after k iss Le 
:alanc came i nto the nursing station, the obse rver and Kiss Patte n left 
the delivery room and s t a rted Hith rounds on S04. Ivuss Patten \·rent 
u p to l~!rs . !•iaxi'rell, the char g e nurse and said , 11Anything new? 11 
l•d.ss Patten : 
No, nothing . 
Have you heard hoi"t Baby Bosuell is do ing7 
No , I havn't h e ard, they d id t h e cardiac 
surg ery today , but t he baby "\rras transferred 
to the pediatric department post-opera t i vely. 
l,Jiss Patten turned slowly and proceeded to the next floor S03 for 
r eport. Bince the charge nurse , k iss Fenn was not in the nurs ing sta tion , 
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.Miss Patten went to the utility room, where she found Miss Fenn 
straightening out the trays which were used for various procedures. Miss 
Patten speaks, 11 Good evening, how is Mrs. Gray, the patient that they 
thought might have a hematoma? 11 
Miss Fenn: 
Miss Patten: 
Miss Fenn: 
I was wondering about an ice bag. 
The nurses in the recovery room asked the doctor 
~bout it, but he did not feel it was necessary. 
Ho1·1 is M~.s. Downey 1 s ten;perature tonight? 
It is still elevated occasionally, but never 
~y higher than 100.6 F. I do not think it is 
anything serious. She_is $till without a 
diagnosis as to vThat is causing this elevation. 
Miss Patten leaves the utility room and goes down the corridor to 
the nursery. As l'fiss Pat~en opened the door to the nursery, Miss Lord 
the charge nurse said, "Nothing unusual here, everything is fine.~ Miss 
Patten made a quick check of each baby and left to go around the corner 
to the next nursery. She entered and was met by Mrs. Pikul, the charge 
nurse who excitedly and hopefully asked, 11 Did we get the New Year 1s baby? 11 
Miss Patten: No not yet, but no one else has had it either, 
so far anyway. 
Miss Patten smiles as she turns to leave. The observer and Miss 
Patten walked down the stairs to 802, where Mrs. Jackson was the nurse 
in charge. 
Miss Patten: How is your daughter feeling? 
~rrs. Jackson: She has all kinds of aches and pains, but I 
.. _ ... · _ . . . guess she is not ready to have the baby yet. 
Mrs. Patten turns to the nurses 1 aide, who is tidying up the desk 
and says, 11 How is your husband feeling J!.Irs. La11Tley? 11 
r 
/! 
l.., rs. Lawley: Iif.LUch better, thank you. 
Ivd.ss Patten and the observer walked do\"m the hall to the elevator, 
\vhile walking towards the elevator .Ivliss Patten said to the observer, 11 I 
g;uess ~~e can g o back up to the delivery room and see if 1-re have had the 
Ne-...r Year 1s baby. 
1"1iss Patten and the observer stepped off the elevator and vrent into 
the delivery room. There vrere ten patients in labor at this time. 1,fi thin 
minutes, patients 1'iere being admitted, h10 at a time, both admitting 
rooms were in use, the headnurse \·Ti th her staff was trying to start some 
of the admissions in the corridor. The phone was ring ing continuously, 
since no one vras free to ans,·ter it; the floor receptionist was on her 
holiday time. iv'd.ss Patten joined the staff in meeting this emergency, 
the observer also joined at this point. 
HW,iA..I\1 RELATI OH3 IN AiJ1iiliNI3TRATION •• • ANALYSIS 
~iss Pat t en acce pts !'irs. Carroll 1s not being abl e to come to 1·10rk , 
on I•londay night as was orig ina lly planned, \·rith out r e c ognition or a ction 
o:Z' the administrative problem this could present. !·~iss Griffin appeared 
to be ar1are that it would present a problem to k iss Pat ten , but ··iiss 
Patten 1s reply \•ras, 11Yes , that does present a problem, but I guess there 
i s nothing that can be done about i t unfortunately. 11 This has planning 
and staffing implications . Miss Patten 1s lack of plruL~ing for adequate 
staffing Hill be reflected as an increase of work - load to be shared by 
t he p resent staff . This does not promote g ood hu~an r e l ations . In the 
area of p l anning l,;iss Patten rece i ved a r ank of 1. 0 i n knowledge , and 
,,,as rank ed as 2.5 in attitude . In practice, a dire ct relationship i s 
expressed between the ran!c s he r e ceived in lmo1·Tledge in that area, 
and t he lack of kno\dedge of planning displayed i n this incident . Al though 
her att itude rank v1as 2. 5 the re was no evidenc e of' this , but she behaved 
in acco r dance vTith a l aissez-f aire att itude . In staff ing Kiss Patten 
1·1as r anl-:ed at 2 . 5 in lcno'I'Tledge, but t his lcnowledge is not expressed in 
practice , nor is the attitude rank of l. 75, i·Thich is autocratic , evidenced 
or carried out . Once a 5ain a l aissez-faire att itude is assumed . 
The shar ing of l;iiss Gr iffin 1 s problem of suppl ying coverage fo r 302 
by l·~is s Patten Nh en she said t o t:iiss Griff in , 11 I don 1t see what else you 
could have possibly done , 11 promotes a mutual understandi ng bet \·Teen these 
supervisors and is a democratic a pproach expressed in communications . 
}lisa Patten expres s es a sincere interest in the personal probl ems 
~~d t he physical welfare of t he pe rsonnel and the ir families . .She seems 
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to be a':lare t hat her interest and. understanding of people as individuals 
provides for better interpersonnel relationships, in addition , is a basic 
democratic princip le, and promotes good human relations. This friendly 
atmosphere is conducive to a t\vo-1·ray communication system i n an upt'la.rd 
and downvrard direction , t·Thich is very i mportant in nursing service 
administration, for these are the individuals th1·ough whom l~"ri.ss Patten 
must \·rork. This shot·TS a direct relationship to l·i.iss Patten 1s attitude 
rank in.'S of 2 . 0 and lmovtledge rank ing of 2. 0 in the corrur.unications area , 
and this relationship is reflected in her practice in this area. 
Vuss Patten did not hesitate to chang e her role temporarily from 
t hat of supervisor to headnurse to staf:' nurse, vrhen a.."1 emergency presented 
itself. This s eems to indicate tha t l·Iiss Patten does not think of her 
position f rom a superior-subordinate standpoint, but indicates a democratic 
at t itude of 11orking vTith her staff in meeting the needs of the i mr;e diate 
situat ion. 
'Ihe rank of this supervisor in the attitude questionnaire 1-;as t h e 
most democratic, and she received the lowest rank in knowl e dge , but in 
spite of her l a ck of lmowledge she ap peared to be democratic in att i tude 
and b ehavior in most of her interactions . :Nevertheles s , this lack of 
knowledge may a ccount for the seemingly lais sez-fai re attitude exp r essed 
i n t he areas of planning and staffing . 
CASE III 
ORI EN TATION GF A NE1.'i STAFF NURSE 
Cast of Characters: 
l·uss Nichols: Day Supervisor in the Delivery Room. 
Hiss Black: New Employee (Part-time sta:ff nurse) . 
N~s. Anderson: Floor Receptionist . 
ll:iss Me Cullen: Secretary in the nursing office. 
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OR!El'{TA.TION OF A NE\1 STAFF NURSE 
The following scene takes place in the same nursing station of the 
delivery room. 1·fiss Nichols h a s just received the morning report, and 
proceeds to make out the f ollo;-ring requisitions: linen, centra l supply, 
and the dietary slip . Once this was completed she leaves the delivery 
r oom and takes t he elevator dol·m to the main floor in the South Building 
where she collects the time cards from the rack provided for s ame, and 
returns to the delivery room via elevator. She then seats herself at a 
desk in the nursing station and begins totaling the week 1s working hours 
for each individual in the department. Overtime '~hich had been recorded 
was initialled by Niss Nichols to insure the individual's receiving 
payment fo r such, although overtime as indicated by Niss IHchols \'laS 
rare in this unit. When this task was completed 1\.l:iss Nichols proceeded 
to do the pharmacy order slip . M.ss Nichols had just comp leted mak ing 
out this requisition when she was interrupted by ~~s . Anderson, the 
floor receptionist, r egarding a phone call she had just received from 
the nursing office. 
i'i's. Anderson: 
Miss Nicho ls: 
Miss Nichols, the nursing office 
called and s a id that lw~iss Black, 
the nevr staff nurse is ready to 
come up to the delivery room. 
Thank you, r1i.rs. Anderson. 
.t>liss Nichols l eaves the delivery room, t akes the e levator to the 
main floor, and i'Talks do1-m the corridor to the nursing office. 3he 
entered the secretary's office and said, 11 I r e ceived a phone call 
s aying that I•Iiss Black vta s ready to come up to the delivery room." 
Miss Me Cullen: 
lVliss Nichols: 
I am awfully sorry Wuss Nichols~ she just 
went down to the personnel department, but 
we will let you know when she returns. 
Meanwhile, 1·rould you like to look over 
her folder while you are here? 
Yes, I would. 
As 1~ss Nichols is looking over the contents of the folder she 
remarks, 11 Hm ••. has her bachelors,u when she had completed looking over 
the folder I~ss Nichols left- the nursing office and returned to the 
delivery room. Shortly after her arrival she started checking over 
equipment, such as scissors, trochars, allises that needed to be repaired 
or replaced. Once this was done she mentioned that the operating room 
had a nev; brush dispenser that she ·w-as interested in ordering for her 
unit. Miss Nichols and the observer left the delivery room and went over 
to the operating room, entered one of the scrub-rooms and looked over 
the brush dispenser to determine if this would be the ~pproximate size 
that she would want. She felt that this would be the size that she would 
want to get. The observer and Miss Nichols left the scrub-room and 
returned to the delivery room. ~rrs. Anderson gave the following message 
to Miss Nichols. 
:Mrs. Anderson: 
Miss Nichols: 
Joan! the office called, ~~d said that 
1~1iss .Black is finished i__~ the personnel 
department, and is ready to come up here 
now. 
Thank you. 
Miss Nichols returned to the nursing office, where Miss Black 
was awaiting her arrival. Miss Nichols introduced herself' and the 
observer to Miss Black, then all three left for the delivery room. 
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I.Uss Nicho l s introduced 1-liss Black to the hee.dnurse and the floor 
receptionist,(The rest of the staff v1ere busy at the time). 1-Jiss ihchols 
is nov; ready to start the orientation of 1-Jiss Black . 
lv'd.ss Nichols: 
~~ass Bl ack : 
}-iiss Nichols: 
Guess 'I-re can start by my sho'l"ting 
you \>There you can hang your coat. 
Fine . 
I will get a pair of conductors for 
you to put on your shoes , v1e have to 
\rear them in this department, because 
i·re use cyclopropane as an anesthetic. 
14iss Nichols proceeded to sho1·r !'!iss Black ho1·1 to put the conductors 
on her shoes. 
I'liss Nichols : I 1-dll take you a round the floor n0'\'1, 
:?O you u ill ' lmow \'fhere some of the 
thing s are. 
l·.iiss Black and f.li ss Nichols 1..alk doim the corridor and stops 
outside one of the delivery rooms. 
Miss Black : 
:Vd.ss Nichols: 
To t he left here, is our r e covery room, 
follovring a del ivery or section, patients 
are taken to the recovery room, ,.,here they 
remain until their blood pressure is stable, 
IV 1s have finished and so f orth . Over here, 
is one of our delivery rooms, \>re have f:L'Ile 
in all , and one Caesarean section r oom. In 
t his cupboard ue keep silver nitrate , syr i nges , 
Ergotrate , 1~~ethergine, sutures, hemorrhage 
set, ba by blankets and so f orth. All of our 
delivery rooms are the same . This is our 
r esuscita tor, are you f amiliar with this k ind? 
Yes I am. 
Fine. Host of our patients receive 
medication during labor, and are 
a sleep for their delivery, but \•re do have 
some Reed methods. 
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They leave this delive ry room and 'I'Talk do\m t he corridor t o one of 
the admitting rooms, Hiss Nichols s ays , 11 This is one of our admitting 
rooms . i'ihile t he pat ient gets undressed, behind this scre en, the nurse 
talces t he admiss ion information at this d esk. We hav e a similar admitting 
room around t he corner. The patient is examined and the r est of the 
admission is done in thi s a djoining room. Come ! I will sho\'1 you 1·1here 
the st e rile supplies a r e kept." 
Miss Bl a ck and l-liss Ni chols leave the admitting room and g o around 
the corner. 
Miss Nichols: This is the 1 gray cupboarq 1 ;.rhere 
a ll of the steri le supplies are kept , 
forceps, retractors, speculums and 
so forth. 
Next, they walk into the nursing station to the medic ine closet , 
1ihich is located at the far end of the nursing station. 
f,1iss Nicho l s : This is our medicine closet, 
\-te keep our n a rcotics l ocked 
in this dra1'1er . 
At t h is point a ne\·T admission came in and Miss Nichols mentioned t o 
the headnurse tha t s he 'l'rould do this admiss i on \'lith i-fiss Black . 
Because the admitting room was crowded with four people , the observer 
'I'Taited outside '1-Tith the door partially opened , but 1-ras unable to hear 
t he conversation . Fo llo1·ri ng comp l etion of the admission of this patient , 
l•iiss Ni chols as signed J.Uss Black to wor k \'lith one of the more experienced 
staff nurses i n the unit. Si n ce there were nine pat ients in labor a t the 
time, and ~irs. l,lo lloy , the headnurse ,..,as to receive her Five Year Pin , 
!·~iss Nichols relieved her of her duties so she could attend the ceremony. 
Upon Mrs . l·,ol loy 1s retur n she was cong ratulated by Miss Nichols. 
II 
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Late that afternoon the investigator questioned Hiss Black as 
t o hoi'i she was doing . i"iiss Black s t ated, "Fine thank you, you 1movr 
I have worked in a delivery room before so it is not foreign to me , Yes, 
I am getting the feel of t hings, guess I am one of these people t hat 
l earn by doing . 11 
II 
ORIENTATION OF A NEW STAFF NURSE ••• ANALYSIS 
Interaction was limited to a certain extent because of the supervisor's 
time being taken to make out various requisitions and checking equipment 
for replacement. 
An awareness for the need of a brush dispenser for Miss Nichols' 
unit was expressed. This can be interpreted as planning for her unit. 
This reflects Miss Nichols' knowledge rank in the area of planning which 
was 2.0, and it is being carried out in practice. Nothing can be said 
about the attitude rank of 1.0 in practice because no interaction 
occurred. 
~~ss Nichols met the new employee with a professional but friendly 
atmosphere, which was followed by an introduction of' Miss Black to some 
of the individuals i-Tith whom she would be vrorking. 
This represents a democratic approach in plaPJling, communicating, 
and staffing. Miss Nichols received a ranking of' 2.0 in planning 
knowledge, which is reflected in her practice, but her attitude r~~k 
of 1. 0 is not demonstrated in this particular action. In communications, 
l~ss Nichols received a rank of' 2.0 in both attitude and knowledge, 
which is evident in this incident. In the ranking of' the staffing area 
Miss Nichols received 1.0. in knowledge, and 2.0 in attitude. In practice 
this lack of' knowledge is not reflected, but her democratic attitude 
in conduct is shown. 
Although the orientation to the unit itself was brief (A total of 
twenty-minutes), when questioned Miss Black felt that it had been adequate 
by stating, 11 I am getting the feel of things, guess I am one of' those 
people that learn by doing . 11 
l·liss Nichols took advant age of a ne\•r admission t o tea ch t·iiss Black 
the adrniss ion procedure, Nhich shov1S good planning , 1-1hich again reflects 
her r ank of 2. 0 in knowledge of p lann ing . 
CASE IV 
THE l•:EETJTG CF THE THREE SUPERVISORS 
TO_ DISCUS$ THE PROBLEI": OF STAFF ROTATION 
Cast of Characters: 
Miss Griffin: Evening Supervisor i n the South Building . 
f>1iss Nichols: Day Supervisor in the South Building . 
Night Supervisor in the South Building. 
THE i:•iEETING OF THE THREE SuPERVISORS 
TO DISCUSS THE PROBLEI.: OF STAFF RCTATION. 
The closing scene takes place in an office, 1·1hich is not is use 
at t his hour of the evening. The time is 8 P . l•:. This is the meeting 
referred to in Case I on page 22. T\>to of the supervisors, . !uss Nichols 
and Miss Patten had come on their 11 off duty 11 time to this meeting , the 
leadership of this meeting is assumed by niss Gri ffin . Miss Griffin 
begins: 
Miss Nichols: 
l.Uss Patten: 
l>Uss Nicho ls: 
!Ja.ss Griffin : 
Miss Nichols: 
l.Uss Patten: 
11 The problem is of Mrs. Adams 
. (headnurse) she doesn 1t 11ant 
to rotate to nights. 11 
vie can let the three headnurses 
decide among themselves, how 
they 'lrant to rotate. 
Yes, I agree. 
Starting in Janua ry everyone rrill 
be rotating , .up to no'IT the staff 
have rotated as needed. 
Then no one \vill be on permanent 
days . 
The hospital policy is to rotate 
but they havn 1t been rotating 
lately because they rrere happier 
staying on one shift . 
Some s ay , that if they have to 
rotate t hey "\'ton 1t be able to 'lrork. 
At this point 11i1ss Patten proceeded to list the names of those 
\vho could rotate . :tvliss Nichols interrupted a t the mention of one of 
the n ames and said, 11 3he 1 s a g ood g irl. 11 This comment 1·1as not aclmowledged 
by either l·;iss Griff in or l•Iiss Patten . ¥iss Patten continued from the 
point of interruption and totaled the list as representing el even people 
who could rotate. 
lviiss Griffin: At our l ast meeting •iith l,iiss Kane , she 
said that Lrs. Jones vrould start 'frorking 
on January 5t h . 
No comment f r om the other two supervisors ... aft e r a brief pause 
) iss Nicho l s s peaks: 
Miss Nichols: 
:t.::iss Nicho l s : 
Miss Patten: 
l·iiss Nichols: 
I·iiss Patten: 
Li ss Nichols: 
I thought 1·re vrere going to rotate 
the permanent staff around the part -
t ime people . Did I tell you l•:ary 
that you have a ne1-r g irl corning ~ I 
l eft you a note, she is a part-t-ime 
l•ror ker. 
Yes, but I couldn 1t understand v1hat 
•,ras 1·rritten at t h e bottom of the note. 
She I<Till work on Friday and Satu r day 
ni_shts. I don 1t think \'re should ma ke 
any exceptions from t he h osp ital policy. 
I think these are i mportant nights, 
becau s e most of t h e staff prefer 
these ni~hts off , in pr eference to 
Saturday and S~mday. Of course, 
t here are s ome that don't ca re. 
She can 'lTOrk 3 -11 on Sunday a l so. 
I-;ost peop l e consider :3aturday and 
Sunday as t he best days off. \'ie 
should think of future \'rorkers. 
But the pr e sent night staf f do 
not fee l that "Vray . 
\'lould t h is affect y our g lVwg 
Neekends '! It boils do\·m to your 
g iving t h em whatever t h ey \•rant. 
1-dss Patten ap ~)eared disturbed by this l a st statement of Liss 
Iichols. 
l·:is s Pat ten: Exa ctly, I think I can '·rork it 
out e asily enough. 
Kiss Gri ffin has remained silent throughout the c onversation 
\·ihich has lasted for the last ten minutes b ehreen 1-'liss Patten and r·liss 
Nichols, but at this point she attempt ed to introduce the rotation plan 
'··Thich she has v10rked out. Miss Griffin says: 
i'~iss Griff in: 
r<is s Nichols: 
I have wor ked out a schedule f or 
rotating ten people . \'[e need an 
alternate (Cne who relieves the 
heacinurse on her days off). J,J-s . 
Cooley and I·!rs. Bromley have been 
tak ing turns . 
>fell, Mar garet Prince is out of 
the question , but Cynthia Hooke, 
I think she could do it, 1·1e h ave 
to think about seniority, and \vhat 
is best for the floor. I think she 
i s a strong person . 
Neither one of the other t1·10 supervisors agree or disagree with 
Miss Nichols 1 suggestion , but both remain silent. Finally , l'1Iiss Griffin 
changes the subject back t o her r otation plan. 
Miss Griffin: 
r:iiss Patten : 
l·~iss Griffin : 
!~iss Nichols: 
l: iss Griffin: 
J:..iiss Nichols : 
Niss Griffin: 
If we could offer t hem a rotat ion 
plan for, say fifteen months, three 
months on each shift, see any problem 
here? 
I t hink Cynthia Hooke expects to be 
the ne1.,r alternate. 
Doesn 't Margaret Prince expect the 
same thing ? 
Havn 1t heard anything. VIe will have 
t o d ivide the strong and the weak. 
I f we get this plan u p where t hey 
can see it, I think they i'Till accept 
it bette r. 
Then they won 't have any right to 
make plans vTith this . 
A.t the present the pr oblem is, ;.tho 
will be do i ng it this month ? (Reference 
is made to rotating) . If it is done 
1-iiss Patten: 
If it is done on an equal basis I 
think it 1iill be better acce pted. 
\'/ell, '\'lhatever l·Iiss Le Blanc 'l'rorks , 
1\!iss Smith ;vill have to ':rork the same 
hours, it \'lill mean that someone 1-ril l 
have to chang e time with her. It is 
an i mpos s ibility to have her 'l'tork 
opposite hours . 
They leave this subject and h iss Patten introduces a new one . 
l-1iss Patten: 
Miss Griffin: 
I think Joan should. decide uho she 
wants on days vrith experience. 
Yes, l'lary and I have more e xperienced 
people on evenings and ni~hts. He 
both fe e l this is the only fair 11ay 
as far as you a r e con cerned . 
The meeting is becoming very confusing because of the topic under 
d iscussion chru1g ing so f requently. vliss Patten speaks next: 
f-lis s Patten: 
lviiss Nichols: 
M ss Griffin: 
Hi ss Nichols: 
IV.d.ss Patten: 
l•f.d.ss Nichols : 
Miss Griffin: 
\"/ell, Betty has a dog she has to stay ui th. 
They shouldn't have a dog . 
Alice Jennings doesn 1t want to 
be considered for a headnurse 
position, this is the understanding 
that s he is coming on permanent 
staff 1.,ri th. 
\·!hat about the alternates ? 
Th e best thing to do vrith Har garet 
Prince and Cynthia Hook e is to put 
them on anothe r shift '\'/here there 
is no a lternate vacancy. 
I hate to see I•ia r garet Prince g o 
on ~liss Le Blanc's shift, ¥.d.ss 
Le Blanc rides her unmercifully. 
Vie can 't consider personalities , 
'ite \'till always have this problem, 
ltte c an 1t consider individuals. 
I guess \'Te had better t hro1·1 the 
1 Request Book 1 a\'lay when '\·re start 
rotating . 
I~Iiss Nichols: 
Miss Patten: 
Miss Griffin: 
1'.liss Griffin: 
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I feel they •·rork either t his or that. 
When are 11e go ing to g ive the alternates 
something? 
Yes, they should get s omething extra, 
novr that everyone else '·ril l get every 
other weekend off , I think it is 
something vre should discuss soon. 
They do have a g reater responsibility. 
Guess we can discuss this rotation 
plan with the headnurses next. 
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THE l.V.iEETLWG OF THE THREE SUPERVISORS TO DISCUSS 
THE PROBLEM OF STAFF ROTATION ••• ANALYSIS 
The hospital policy is to rotate, but apparently this policy is 
being violated. Miss Nichols says, ••• ".but they havn 't been rotating 
lately because they were happier staying on one shif't.u This is in 
complete disagreement with luss Nichols 1 later remark, when considering 
a new employee, lli don't think we should make any exceptions to the 
hospital policy. n 
.An organization f'ormulates policies and one,e these policies are 
f'ormulated, every department in the organization is expected to govern 
its activities accordingly. It would appear that this supervisor consid~rs 
her unit as a separate entity, and not as a part of' the whole organization. 
The organization's goal can never be attained if' the supervisor does not 
know what her own responsibility is with regards to adhering to a policy. 
How can a leader help the staff members fullfill their obligations to 
the organization when knowledge of her own obligation to the organization 
is lacking, and she is misusing authority. 
Miss Nichols received a knowledge rank of 1.0 in staffing and 
coordinating which is evidenced by her behavior in this incident. The 
rank in knowledge of authority given to Miss Nichols was 1.5 which is 
also reflected in her practice. In attitude ranking of staffing, 
coordinating and authority, Miss Nichols received 2.0, but this 
democratic attitude d~es not appear to be expressed in practice. 
Miss Patten speaks in the interest of her staff, she is aw·are of 
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their preferences, and some of their personal problems which might be 
increased by having to rotate. She also appears to be aware of the fact 
that a happy ,.;orker is a good ;wrlcer , but does not appear to be atvare of 
her responsibility to uphold a decision made by the organization, and 
presented as a policy. Miss Patten received the highest rank of this 
group in democratic attitude, determined by an over-all total, and the 
lOI'/est rank in kno11ledge determined in the same manner. Both are reflected 
in her a ctions at this meeting . 
At this meeting Miss Griffin tried repeatedly to introduce her 
rotation plan to the supervisors for discussion, but \V"ith little success, 
she used the democratic approach in attempting to direct the group back 
to the problem of rotation, fo r this •·ras the purpose of the meeting 
originally, but was not successful. luss Griffin received the highest 
over-all knowl edge rank of the group studied and this 11as demonstrated 
in practice at this meeting . She was second in rank in the over-all 
attitude questionnaire, •·rhich is also shom1 in her behavior at this 
meeting . 
Miss Nichols 1 behavior is quite different from \V"hat the observations 
revealed on an individual basis, she appears to be very autocratic in 
this situation, 'l'rhich reflects her attitude rank of 1) .5, the most 
autocratic i n this group, nevertheless , she , by her comments at this 
meeting is not demonstrating her r~~k of second in the over-all knowledge 
rank of t he areas studied . 
• CHAPTER V 
SUiv1l'IJARY, CONCLUSIONS , liND RECOMi.tlEJ.'WATIONS 
SUMiv';A.RY. 
This study was done to determine the need for further development 
of these three obstetrical supervisors in the area of democratic 
a dministration. The data ,.,.as obtained by questionnaires and observat ions. 
Analysis of the combined questionnaire s by Spearman's correlation 
determination r esulted in the follov1ing , three out of three, negative 
correlation coeffic ients, in determining a relationship beh;een attitude 
and kno..,.rledge of the a reas studied. 
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The data revealed t hat this g roup was less democratic in areas l1hich 
they laleu more about namely: AUTHORITY and DI3CIPLmE. ~vidence of a 
more democratic attitude was expressed in areas "rhere kno'l<rledge was 
less namely: PLAl.~NlJ.\IG , STitFFD'JG, COORDINATING and REPORTING . 
Miss Griffin 1 s rank of the most l:no'\'rledge i n this g r ou p , and second 
i n democra tic attitude was evident in her behavior as observed. 
Miss Nichols received t he lo'!rrest r ank of t he group in democratic 
attitude, and l•ras s econd in the knowl edge rank of the a reas studied. This 
attitude rank 1,1as supported in observations of her, but her lmo..,.Tledge 
r ank was seldom ref lected in these o9servations. 
lfliss Patten •;rhose rank \'ras highest in democra tic attitude , but l·rho 
obtained the lovrest rank of the gr ou p in knm·;l edge of the various areas 
• 
5) 
was observed as being democratic in her behavior in most of her interactions 
but on two occasions assumed a laissez-faire attitude. This laissez-faire 
attitude could have been the result of lack of knov.rledge, which "1as 
reflected throughout the period of observations of her. 
In the separate analysis of the democratic-autocratic-attitude 
question_~aire, a triad resulted, which showed two of the supervisors 
closely related in attitudes, those in alliance were lfiss Griffin and 
Miss Patten, with ~liss Nichols being the deviate, this was supported 
in Case IV. 
A total of nd:ne autocratic resp_onses was given by ,the group in the 
area of authority, this indicated that the attitude of the group as a 
whole was not democratic. 
CONCLUSIONS. 
In the preceding paragraphs evidence has been presented which is in 
support of the formulated hypotheses. 
1. That the shifting patterns of supervisory behavior 
are a result of a lack of knowledge of the principles underlying democratic 
administration. This was shown by two out of three of the subjects. 
2. Attitudes and behavior are directly associated 
with kno'irledge, and this association was found to be a negative relation-
ship between attitudes, lmowledge and practice in this group studied. In 
practice this negative relationship was exhibited in two out of three 
of the subjects, but this represents a majority in the group studied. 
RECOMMENDATIONS. 
The following recommendations are proposed, based on the preceding 
conclusions: 
l. There is a need f or f urther development in the area of democratic 
administra tion in nursing s ervice in this obstetrical depa rtment. This 
could be accomplished by an in- service program to include headnurses as 
\vell a s supervisors . The follo'iring a r eas should be included in this 
progr am , AUTHORITY, DI 3CIPLmE , PLARNING , STAFFING, REPO?{TI.i~G , COORDlliATD.IJG. 
2. Regul ar schedu led conf erences, to include supervisors and head-
nurs es, v:i t h the introduction of t he group- problem s olving method. The 
case method could be used to establish a more democratic approach to 
supervis ion. 
RECGlv:.l·c&m ATIONi3 FuR FUR'I'HER ::>TUDY. 
l. That a study similar to this one be done on a larger group of 
supervisors and headnurses. 
2. That a comparat i ve study be done on headnurses and supervisors 
to determine how ea~h perceives her role. 
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APPEl~DIX A 
DE!,iOCRATIC-AUTOCRATIC-ATTITUDE 
. QUEST lONNAIP.E. 
THERE ArtE :NO CORRECT ii.J.~S\tERS FOR THE FOLLOi;imG, JU.:3T ENCIRCLE 11A 11 
IF YOU AGRE2 OR 11 D11 H-. YOU DI SAG:nEE. READ THE STATEMENT C~-i.REFULLY 
AND lviAKE YOUR CHOICE. KINDLY .ANSriER ST.A.TEt-:ENT. 
1. A D A SUPERVI SOR SHOULD EXERCISE HER AUTHORITY TO GAIN THE 
RESPECT OF HER STAFF . 
2 . A D A GOOD ADNINISTR.ATOR i'IILL ENFORCE RULES AND REGULATIONS . 
,5 . A D STAFF NURSES SHOULD NOT BE El.~COURAGED TO VOICE THEIR CONPLAINTS 
FREELY , BECAUSE IT ALVIAYS CAUSES TROUBLE. 
4. A D THE NURSING STAFF ARE EXPECTED TO FOLLO\rl THEIR SUPERVISOR 1S 
DIRECTIONS 'lfiTHOUT QUESTION. . 
5. A D TEAMWORK I3 THE BEST viAY TO ACCOM'LidH A GOAL. 
. . 
6 . A D FOR 'l'HE MOST PART, STAFF NURSES TEND TO RESEJ.1T Cl-L~IGES AND 
PREFER PRESENT CONDITIONS. 
7. A D THE BEST WAY TO KEEP~"'- lilURS:C:: HAPPY Al~D SATISFIED IS TO PAY 
HER A GOOD SA~ARY . 
8. A D A SUPERVISOR Or A SPECIALI ZED DEPARTHENT .:3HOULD BE CONCERN~D 
\HTH HER . o,·ii'l DEPARTr,IEl-IT, _AND SHOULD_ IQ'W-~·J ABOUT RELATED SERVIC2S 
ViiTHIN THE HOSPITA~ . 
. . . 
9. A D A SUPERV I SOR 'S CONTACT \liTH Elv!PLOYEES SHOliLD BE INFOR?.!JA.L, 
CLC?SE AND FRIENDLY. 
10 . A D DISCIPLDfE IS THE BEST VIA.Y TO SOLVE l·!OST PROBLi:i:i'-JS . 
11. A D POS I TION - HELD DOES NOT DETERMINE 11PERSONAL \!/ORTH11 OF AN 
INDIVI DUAL. 
12. A D A DIRECTOR OF NURSD~G SERVICE SHOULD EXERCISE FULL hUTHORITY 
OVER ~R ~UBORDll~ATES I F SHE IS TO BE SUCCESSFUL • . 
1_? . A D D~ NU!\SING , TI-iE EMPHAS I S I S ON SELF DEVELOP~~NT, NOT 
GROUP DEVELOP!-iENT. 
14. A D 11SPECIAL REQ.UESTS 11 Oi'' THE STAFF SHOULD BE SERIOUSLY 
CONSIDERED lu~D G~iTED WHEN POS3 I BLE • . 
. . 
15. A D SUPEHVI SORS ARE BETTER QUALI FIED TO SOLVE PROBLEI-18 BECAUSE 
OF 'l'HEIR EXPERIENCE. 
. . 
16. A D STAFF PROBLEl-iS ARE USUALLY NOTHING BUT 11 GRIPES 11 , AND TO 
BRiii!"G THEl<l TO YOUR SUPERIOR UOULD ONLY REFLECT YOUR . OvlN 
LII:;ITATI ONS . 
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17. A D NURSL~G HAS BE&~ BUILT ON TRADITION, BUT IT DOES NOT HAVE 
TO REI·IA.IN THAT \"lAY . 
18 . A D NURSES FROlvi THE 11 0LD SCHOOL 11 ARE STILL BHE BEST NURSES . 
19 . A D A NURSE IS A PROFESSIONAL PERSON ill~D SHOULD LEAVE HER 
PEHSOiiAL .PROBLE:tv;3 AT HONE. 
20. A D EVALUATI ON RECOROO SHOULD BE DISCUSoED ~ii'l'H THE PERSON 
BEING EVALUATED ':THATEVER HER PEHFORhANCE APPRAISAL MIGHT 
BE . 
21. A D IDEALLY, HEAD NlJRSES SHOULD HAVE A VOICE Tiif CHOOSING STAFF 
HEBBERS . 
22. A D BY VIRTUE OF HER POSITION A SUPERVISOR HAS EVERY RIGHT 
TO REQUIRE COOPERATION OF HER STAFF. 
23. A D A Sn-TCE.aE TvJO-\'/AY Cm1V1JNICATION SHOULD EXIST BETi'lEEN EI•;pLOYER 
fu"-rD . ID<iPLOYEE. 
24. A D DISSATISFACTION IN THE \'fORK SITUATI ON CAlif LO\'/ER STAFF I:iORALE . 
25 . A D LEADERS OF 11 CLIQlJES 11 SHOULD BE SINGLED OUT , AND DISCIPLL~ED, 
BECAUSE THEY ARE USUALLY Ul'STIGATORS OF TROUBLE . 
26. A D ALL POLICIES DO NOT HAVE TO BE Tiii i1HITING AS LONG AS THE 
SUPERVISORS ICN0',1 \'THAT THEY ARE. 
27. A D STAFF NURSES IN A SPECIALIZED DEPARTi'-ill:iliT '\iOULD CONSIDER 
A GillifERALIZED L~-SERVICE PROGRAM DULL. 
28. A D UO SUPERVI3GR CAN EVER DELEGATE HER Fli'JAL RESPONSIBILITY 
TO ANYONE. 
29. A D i"IHEl\f CORRECTING fu'!YONE IT IS BETTER TO DO IT QUI ETLY 1\ND 
IN A FRIEl\lDLY l•iANHER. 
30. A D ACCIDEI'l'T PRONE HOPJ<ERS SHOULD BE DISCHARGED. 
31. A D A S'Li"PERVI30R MAY DELEGATE AUTHORITY Al~D RESPONSIBILITY TO 
i. COlvlPETElil'T S lJBORD INATE . 
32. A D HHEN FORJ.lULATING POLICI ES , STAFF NURSES 3HOULD NOT BE 
I NCLUDED, BECAUSE TI-lEY VTOULD NOT BE ABLE TO CONTRIBUTE 
ill~YTHING . 
33 . A D A HAPPY i'/ORKER IS USUALLY A GOOD \'IORKER. 
34. A D NO ONE HA3 TO TOLERATE PERSONAL PECULIARITIES. 
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35. A D A SUPERVISOR SHOULD NOT ~NCOURAGE A STAFF NURSE TO THll~K &~D 
SPEAK FREELY. 
)6 . A D 
37 - A D 
)8. A D 
)9. A D 
40. A D 
41. A D 
42. A D 
43 . A D 
44. A D 
45 . A D 
1.:6 . A D 
47 . A D 
48 . A D 
49. A D 
50. A D 
ANY LEADER HA.S TO BE AUTHORITARIAN. 
ATTITUDES ARE AL\•/AYS I.tviPORTAl.~T . 
M~YONE CAl~ ADJUST TO A SITUATION IF THEY i"l.AL~T TO. 
EXPERIM~CE I S STILL THE BEST TEACHER , l~D !o!ORE Dl.PORTANT 
THAN t DUCATION. 
COOPERATI ON C&~ NEVER BE CO i.:Jl•IAN DED. 
Ai.~ EVALUATI ON RECORD IS THE BEST ~iAY TO V/EED OUT THE 
SATISFACTORY FROl.:i THE UNSATI3F ACTORY . 
THE U3E OF CHANNELS OF AUTHORITY ARE NOT ADHERED TO \"ill&~ 
LOYALTY 'l'O THE ORGANIZATION IS IN QUESTI CN . 
FUNITIVE l11'£ASURES ARE A 'l'HREAT TO UORICERS , BUT THE USE OF 
SUCI:I l:iEASURES DOES ESTABLISH HAID.i:ONY ';liTH IN A DEPARTEENT. 
SCIE1~TIFIC IlWESTIGATI ONS AHE TEDIOUS, AND NEVER \'IOHTH THE 
EFFCiRT PUT INTO THE:L . 
I T I..3 ALi:lAYS BEST TO HAVE INDIVIDUALS YOU CAl.~ TRUST IN A 
DEP.r').RT:M.ENT TO GET 11 Il'J"SIDE 11 Il'l"FORI•;ATI ON FOR YOU. 
GOOD INTERPERSONNEL RBLATIONSHIPS IS ONE INDEX OF DETERMIN TiiiG 
A \'/ELL RUN DEPAR'l'UE1iiT. 
A SUPEnVI30R C.AJ.'if ii:XP.IWT A STAFl'' 'l'O DO AS SHE ASKS, SINCE 
8HE REPRES&~TS AU'I'HORITY. 
PEOPLE 'tiHO RE~U8ST TRANSFERS ARB USUALLY TROUBLE f.i.AKERS 
M-JY-:/AY . 
l'lOS T LEADERS ARE 11 BCrRN LEADERS" . 
COI•:PETIT I ON I3 AL':IAYS A THR.I:!:AT TO Al.~Y POSITION. 
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APPENDIX B 
-. . 
OPEN-&~D QUESTIONNAIRE 
FOR _SUPERVISORS 
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DIRECTI ONS: READ THE QUE3TIO.N OR STATEf·i..E.NT CAREFULLY, Al~D 11RITE 
YOUR ANSi'lER OR CO}!II~1El'l"T m THE SPACE PROVIDED. 
1 . THE 'i/ORD 11AUTHORITY 11 APPEARED SEVERAL TIIvlES IN THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
UHICH YOU HAVE J UST . COlv.PLETED. ;tHAT DOES THIS 1:10RD !-·JEAN TO YOU? 
2. DO YOU FEEL Ttl.AT PLAiWED S'l'AFF NURSES 1 1-JEE.TINGS MI GHT BE 
BENEFICIAL_ TO THE DEPART1-1Ei'l"T? \1HY? 
) • IT HAS BiEN SAID THAT , THE i•!ISTAKE OF THE ADl•ill'H8TRATOR IS TO 
J;lELIEVE THAT AONUHSTRATION NOYES BY ITSELF ! . VlHAT 00 YOU THUIK 
J\.BOUT THI S VIITH REGARDS . TO NURSUIG_? 
4. v/HAT QUAL ITIES IN A STAFF NURSE v/uULD YOU CONSIDER lv'.LOST 
HJPOrtTANT FOR PRG.lv;OTI ON? LIST lli ORDER OF Ji';pORTANCE TO YOU. 
5· THE SUPERVISOR HAS OFTEN BEL!;N REFER.l=tED TO AS THE 11 BET','/EEN 
HOr,ihlf , 11 HOH DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THIS? 
6 . EFFICIZNCY RATINGS COULD BE THOUGHT OF AS HAVIl\lG DISCIPLINARY 
VALUE. \'/1-IY? 
7. GENERALLY SPEAKTI-rG , THE NUR:3E \"liTH THE r.~OST l!:iJ>ERIENCE IN A 
DEPARTl,ll!.NT IS THE LOGICAL PERSON TO PROf.:;OTE. Vilfi? 
8 . DO YOU THINK POOR COl-IMJNICATIOJ.'J'S COULD EVER AFFECT THE l'ftORALE 
OF 'l'HE STAFF NUPSES? VIHY? 
